ON/OFF Buttons:
Use to turn the controller on or off. Controller will start on last setting selected.

- **UpSun Button:**
  Use to increase brightness.

- **DownSun Button:**
  Use to decrease brightness.

- **Speed + Button:**
  Use to increase effect speed.

- **Speed - Button:**
  Use to decrease effect speed.

- **Light (LINGHT) Button:**
  Reset brightness and effect, returns lights to steady burn at 100% brightness.

Mode - / Mode +:
Use to cycle through the pre-set effects. Use SPEED - and SPEED + to adjust speed. Mode buttons will not apply the brightness if previously set.

- **Strobe:** faster, flashing effect.
- **Flasher:** slower, flashing effect.
- **Burst:** bursts of flashing lights with a pause between bursts.
- **Spark:** sparks on and off.
- **Pattern Pulse:** pulses without LEDs turning off completely.
- **Pulse:** pulses on and off going from dimmest to brightest.
- **Steady Pulse:** pulses from dimmest to brightest without turning off completely.

**10% - 100%:**
Pre-set brightness settings, brightens/dims lights to specified percentage.

**Time - 5, 10, 30, 60:**
Use to set a timer for the lights to turn off, as per specified time (in minutes). Lights will flash once, indicating that the timer setting has been selected.